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Abstract

The complex spatial and temporal evolution of large-scale atmospheric circulation in the North Atlantic region is simplified by modes of climate variability. Those modes of variability present a pronounced teleconnection with weather conditions in the area, posing a high significance for present climate science. Hence, this thesis aims to analyze the relationship between observed atmospheric winter climate variability and temperature and precipitation anomalies. Therefore, an empirical orthogonal function analysis of mean sea level pressure in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021 has been conducted. In doing so, the ERA5 reanalysis dataset has been used to analyze atmospheric modes of variability during the extended boreal winter season (NDJFM). Additionally, a principal component regression analysis has been performed to examine the importance of the different climatic modes on weather conditions, with a particular focus on more extreme anomalous winter conditions. The empirical evidence in this dissertation confirms a strong influence of the climatic modes on the weather conditions in the North Atlantic domain. Although the NAO is generally identified as the governing variability mode, the findings of this paper outline an unexpected asymmetry of the NAO pattern with respect to the temperature segregated analyses. Besides, this study demonstrates characteristic teleconnection patterns of the four leading variability modes. The stated findings may be considered a promising aspect of reconstruction approaches, particularly in the scope of the GreenPlanning project.
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1 Introduction

Climate change has been increasingly perceived as a critical challenge to human society (Edenhofer et al., 2014). Therefore, a profound understanding of the climate system and its variability is crucial in terms of expedient adaptation and mitigation measurements. Complex interactions between the different components of the earth system (atmo-, lito-, cryo-, hydro-, and biosphere) define variations in the mean state of the climate system (Goosse, 2015). Here, the diverse processes take place at different timescales and contribute in various ways to the variability of the system (Mitchell, 1976). The potential drivers of climate variability are internal processes (e.g., interactions within the system), as well as external forcings (e.g., orbital parameters). Recurring spatial patterns of climate variability and their fluctuations across different timescales can be referred to as modes of climate variability (Stephenson et al., 2004).

In previous research, statistical analyses of observational or model data have been used to identify different modes of variability. These modes are described by a characteristic spatial pattern and its associated time series (Christensen et al., 2013). However, to some extent, the defined modes are elements of the statistical analysis approach itself. Hence, they constitute a background state of the weather on timescales of a season’s or years’ rather than a definite synoptic scale. In this regard, modes of climate variability represent a simplification of the climate system’s complex spatial and temporal evolution (Hernández et al., 2020).

The atmospheric circulation variability in the North Atlantic region dictates the prevailing weather conditions in that area, particularly in boreal winter. Furthermore, influences on ocean properties and ecologic systems have been claimed (Hurrell and Deser, 2010). Concerning this matter, recent studies focused on the most prominent and recurrent pattern, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Hurrell et al., 2003). Remarkably, an unusually positive NAO phase was related to the extreme heatwaves in the summer of 2003 that were recorded in large regions of the European region (Beniston, 2004). Hence, understanding the different modes of variability and their relationship with temperature and precipitation anomalies poses a crucial component in current climate science. However, the interrelationships of the dominant variability modes and weather conditions are still debated, particularly under more extreme anomalous winter conditions. Besides, more robust understandings of these correlations are crucial in terms of reconstruction approaches of the atmospheric variability, e.g., in the scope of the GreenPlanning project.

Therefore, this study analyzes the hypothesis that certain modes of variability dominate climate variability in the boreal winter season. Additionally, this paper explores the related research question of whether and to what extent these modes have a profound correlation to climatic conditions in certain areas of the North Atlantic domain. The analysis focuses on the extended winter season mean from November to March (NDJFM), as climate variability is most pronounced during this
time of the year. Moreover, an unprecedented approach will be carried out addressing modes of variability and their influence on climate conditions for more extreme anomalous winter seasons in the Northern European region. This is of particular interest for reconstruction approaches as proxy data rather reflect extremer periods than the norm.

The thesis is structured as follows: First, section 2 presents an overview about atmospheric modes of variability in the North Atlantic Region and its reconstruction. Then, section 3 introduces the used data of the ERA5 reanalysis product and summarizes the performed data preprocessing and the methodological approach. The following section 4 presents the results of the (4.1) empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis and the (4.2) principal component regression (PCR) analysis of the winter mean sea level pressure for the period 1950-2021 and, separately, (4.3) for years with extreme anomalous temperature and precipitation conditions in the Northern Europe. Section 5 discusses the findings, their limitations and future work. Lastly, section 6 provides a conclusion of the thesis.
2 Climate Variability

2.1 Atmospheric Modes of Variability in the North Atlantic Region

Atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic region is of crucial importance for the prevailing climatic conditions. According to Hurrell (1995), the intra-seasonal to decadal variability is dominated by the NAO. This mode of climate variability is defined by the sea level pressure difference between the subtropical high and subpolar low (Hurrell et al., 2003). However, the NAO pattern is present across the entire troposphere as a virtually consistent pattern (Wanner et al., 2001). The centers of action are of reverse polarity and situated in proximity to Iceland and the Azores (figure 2.1). The sea level pressure gradient oscillates without a periodical pattern between a positive NAO, defined by a large pressure gradient, and a negative NAO, characterized by a smaller pressure gradient (Schmith et al., 2022). A useful approximation describing the atmospheric modes is the NAO Index, presenting the prevailing pressure gradient between the two centers of action. Still, a more robust alternative is the principal component time series (PCs) of the leading EOF of the sea level pressure in the North-Atlantic region (Lehner et al., 2012).

The NAO substantially influences other dynamical climatological features over the North Atlantic and adjacent continents. The effects are more significant in boreal winter when the NAO explains more than one-third of the sea level pressure variance (Hurrell et al., 2003). Variations of the sea level pressure gradient affect the westerlies’ mean strength and thus also change the advection pattern of air masses (Schmith et al., 2022). Consequently, prevailing weather conditions over Europe change (Hurrell et al., 2003). An analysis by Kenyon Hegerl (2008) regarding temperature extremes over Eurasia has shown a pronounced continent-wide effect of the NAO. Affecting not only the mean temperature but also extremes emphasize the cruciality of the NAO as a driver for climate extremes, hence, its importance for climate change adaptation.

Another study by Haylock et al. (2004) determined the significant impact of the NAO on extreme winter rainfall by analyzing observations of 347 European meteorological stations for the period 1958 to 2000. The results, furthermore, emphasize contrasting effects of the two NAO modes on precipitation with a divide between northwestern Europe and the Mediterranean (Hurrell and Deser, 2010).

The impacts of different NAO states can be seen in figure 2.1. A strong pressure gradient (NAO+) leads to pronounced westerlies during the winter months, transporting warm and humid air from the ocean to Northern Europe. In contrast, a weaker pressure gradient (NAO-) leads to a more wobbly north-south air movement, accompanied by cold and dry winter weather in Northern Europe. Another bipolar pattern of the NAO can be seen between Northern Europe and Greenland (Davini et al., 2012). Here, a positive NAO leads to northerly arctic winds and cold conditions
over Greenland. In contrast, a negative NAO implies a more frequent transition of low-pressure systems, a westward movement of the subpolar gyre, and a warming of the Atlantic current traveling clockwise around Greenland (Häkkinen and Rhines, 2004). These complex effects of the different NAO states affect, besides temperature and precipitation, various other climatological components, e.g., the sea surface temperature, sea ice occurrence, and further ocean characteristics (Hurrell and Deser, 2010).

Frequently associated with the respective modes of climate variability are nearly stationary high-pressure systems. These blocking highs usually occur on synoptic timescales of more than one week and influence the eastward migration of weather systems over the North Atlantic (Ruggieri et al., 2020). Regarding this, Shabbar et al. (2001) stated that winters with a predominant positive NAO correlate with substantially more blocking episodes over the North Atlantic than winters dominated by a negative NAO. Consequently, prolonged and consistent weather conditions appear while the risk for extreme events increases. For instance, the extreme heatwaves over Europe in the summer of 2003 or 2018 were linked to a positive NAO phase (Trigo et al., 2005; Drouard et al., 2019). Negative NAO states often correlate with blocking highs over Greenland (Greenland
Blocking). Other appearing blocking situations are the Scandinavian Blocking and the Atlantic Ridge Blocking, which are associated with different modes of interannual climate variability and are defined by characteristic spatial patterns of pressure systems (figure 2.2). All modes of atmospheric variability pose a link between climate conditions in different areas of the North Atlantic region (Ruggieri et al., 2020).

![Figure 2.2: a) Scandinavian Blocking and b) Atlantic Ridge Blocking. Contours indicate anomalies of geopotential height at 500 hPa [m] for the extended cold season in ERA-Interim. Taken from Ruggeri et al. (2020).](image)

The atmospheric circulation variability is mainly driven by non-linear dynamics of the extratropical atmosphere, with the dominating mechanism being interactions between the time-mean flow and synoptic timescale transient eddies (Ruggieri et al., 2020). Therefore, the phase’s trajectory and amplitude of the NAO on a monthly or even annual scale seemed to be largely unpredictable (Hurrell and Deser, 2010). However, Schmith et al. (2022) determined that the preceding NAO-index values affect the strength and spatial pattern of the following NAO event (preconditioning). Furthermore, this preconditioning influences associated circulation features, precipitation, and temperature patterns. Studies by Smith et al. (2020) and Athanasiadis et al. (2020) have demonstrated the prediction of the prevailing phases of the NAO dominating seasonally and the North Atlantic atmospheric blocking several years ahead. However, the underlying mechanisms are still not fully discovered. Due to the significant impact of the North Atlantic atmospheric variability on the climatic circumstances and the livelihood of the surrounding continents, more reliable predictions and a more profound understanding are crucial steps for effective climate change adaptation (Hurrell and Deser, 2010).

### 2.2 Reconstruction of the North Atlantic Atmospheric Variability

The significant influence of the North Atlantic atmospheric variability underlines the urgency for a comprehensive understanding of the underlying mechanisms. However, the measurement and avail-
ability of the relevant climatic variables cover merely the last centuries. Extended climate records, reaching beyond the era of instrumental measurements, are crucial for a sufficient understanding of the complex interactions (Hernández et al., 2020). Hence, applying indirect climate indicators (proxies) from various archives, e.g., ice cores, lake sediments, or tree rings, is of paramount importance (Neukom et al., 2019).

Proxy-based records comprise information about prevailing environmental conditions such as temperature and precipitation. The teleconnection between these climate variables and atmospheric circulation enables an approach to reconstructing past climatic variability (Bradley, 2015). In this regard, a variety of studies have utilized this interrelationship to reconstruct atmospheric variability for a wide range of timescales and temporal resolutions (e.g., Vinther et al., 2003; Ortega et al., 2015; Becker et al., 2020 and others).

Nevertheless, the reliability of the reconstructions is limited as, e.g., the proxies’ characteristics influence the results. Identifying locations with a significant relationship between the proxy-related climatic variable (e.g., temperature or precipitation) and the respective atmospheric mode of variability constitutes a more robust reconstruction. Concerning this matter, a stable relationship between the proxy signal and the atmospheric circulation is assumed for time series beyond the instrumental era. This stationary assumption is questionable since proxies are stationary in time and space; however, this property does not apply to atmospheric patterns (Hernández et al., 2020).

Another limitation of proxy reconstructions arises since proxy data is not a direct record of the atmospheric constitution. Instead, the interaction of the atmospheric mode with the biogeochemical and physical properties of the respective proxy is represented (Hernández et al., 2020). A single proxy, thus, represents the regional climatic state solely, while multi-proxy approaches diminish the uncertainty caused by this local teleconnection. In addition, climate models can be applied to refine the reconstructions of the atmospheric variability (Lee et al., 2019).

Despite the high amount of recent proxy-based reconstructions, the governing mechanisms behind the year-to-year and decadal-scale fluctuations of the atmospheric modes remain debated. Possible explanations of the observed variations are internal variability (e.g., non-linear interactions among atmospheric modes) or external forcings (e.g., solar effects or anthropogenic forcing) (Mann et al., 2020). Nonetheless, none of the proposed drivers sufficiently explain the observed variability and, thus, hinder the process of accurate predictions of regional climate effects (Hernández et al., 2020). The GreenPlanning project provides an approach to increase the understanding of the atmospheric variability’s mechanisms in the North Atlantic region. The concept proposes a relationship between the Greenland Ice sheet and the large-scale atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic.

Here, meltwater influx from the Greenland ice sheet into the Labrador Sea can decrease the deep-water formation. Subsequently, a cooling of the ocean region south-east of Greenland occurs, which is apparent in current observations. Future reduction of deep-water formation could cause the slowdown of the Gulf Stream (Rahmstorf et al., 2015) and, thus, influence the Atlantic storm
track. As a result, less humid and warm air could be transported to northern Europe, causing subarctic conditions in northwestern Europe (Dansgaard et al., 1993). However, this relationship is not robust, as other studies state that cooling of the subpolar gyre by freshwater leads to an enhancement of the North Atlantic storm track (Woollings et al., 2012). The research of this hypothesis incorporates the potential of substantial contribution to a more advanced understanding of the North Atlantic atmospheric variability. Furthermore, this contributes to an improvement of climate predictions, especially in the context of the expected future increase of the Greenland ice sheet’s melting rates (IPCC, 2019).
3 Methodology

3.1 ERA5 Dataset

The analysis of this study is based on the ERA5 dataset (Hersbach et al., 2018a; Hersbach et al., 2018b) for the period 1979-2021 and its back extension (ERA5 BE) (Bell et al., 2020a; Bell et al., 2020b) covering the years 1950-1978. ERA5 is the fifth generation of an atmospheric reanalysis of the global climate produced by the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) at the European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The dataset provides hourly estimates of different climate variables with a horizontal resolution of 31 kilometers and 137 vertical levels up to 80 kilometers. Moreover, daily and monthly aggregates of the hourly fields are available and “single level” data can be obtained, including 2D-parameters such as precipitation or vertical integrals over the entire depth of the atmosphere.

The dataset is produced using Cy41r2 of the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS) which was applied for operational medium-range weather forecasting (Hersbach et al., 2020). This atmospheric model is coupled to a land-surface model (HTESSEL), producing e.g., the two-meter temperature, and an ocean wave model (WAM). The model data is combined with observations from across the world to a globally complete and consistent reanalysis product. The principle used to combine the model and observational data is called data assimilation. This method is used as well by numerical weather prediction centers. It combines a previous forecast in regular time intervals with an observation to generate an estimate of the state of the atmosphere, called analysis, which is then used to issue an improve forecast. In reanalysis this method is applied in reduced resolution to allow the dataset to span back several decades.

Moreover, a huge variety of observations is used e.g., satellite data, land station data, ship station data, aircraft data and radiosondes. The ERA5 BE’s observational data relies on less advanced measurements with lower spatial and temporal resolution compared to the ERA5 observational data. Nonetheless, the quality of this dataset is satisfactory for this analysis as severe limitations are apparent mainly in the accuracy of tropical cyclone intensity. In terms of the selected study area, this limitation can be neglected as solely subtropics to cold climate zones are of interest. The ERA5 dataset and its back extension are accessible through the C3S Climate Data Store (CDS) in an interpolated format with regular latitude-longitude grid (Hersbach et al., 2020). The analysis conducted in this study uses monthly averaged data of mean sea level pressure [Pa] (MSLP), geopotential height at 500 hPa [m] (GP500), total precipitation [m] (TP), and two-meter temperature [K] (TAS). GP500 is not directly accessible but has to be calculated by dividing the variable geopotential [m² s⁻²] by the Earth’s gravitational acceleration, g (9.80665 m s⁻²).
3.2 Research Area and Period

All acquired data covers the North Atlantic region (20-85°N/80°W-40°E) for the period 1950-2021 as the signature of the NAO and other relevant modes of variability are strongly regional (Hurrell, 1995). The studied period is the maximal available time series of the ERA5 dataset at the time of the analysis, representing a high-resolution record of the global atmosphere, land surface and ocean waves (Hersbach et al., 2020). Hence, a robust and concise analysis of the different atmospheric modes of variability and their relationship with the predictand variables temperature and precipitation is possible. The monthly-mean data of the respective variables for the whole study period have been obtained. Yet, the focus of this analysis relies on the extended winter season from November to March (NDJFM), as the climate variability in the winter season is mainly explained by the aforementioned modes of variability and a stronger effect local climate (Cortesi et al., 2021). However, results of single month and the different season have been analyzed and compared with each other prior to the main analysis.

3.3 Data Preprocessing

To evaluate the ERA5 data, the software CDO (Climate Data Operators) (Schulzweida, 2021) and python\(^1\) were used. The exemplary structure of a CDO command is as follows:

\[
\text{cdo command infile outfile.}
\]

(1)

The ERA5 and ERA5 BE data on the CDS is filed in grib format and has been changed to NetCDF for further analysis. The two separate data files were merged together to a continuous file from 1950-2021. The analysis aims to analyze the climate variability independently of its trend, hence, the data was linearly detrended using:

\[
X(t, s) = I(t, s) - (a(s) + b(s) t).
\]

(2)

To acquire the detrended data matrix, \(X(t, s)\), a least-square fit for every field element, \(s\), over the time series, \(t\), was calculated and the resulting function, \(a(s)+b(s) t\), was subtracted from the initial data, \(I(t, s)\). Subsequently, the monthly values of the whole year were split to create a dataset

\(^{1}\text{python code is available on github via https://github.com/SimonHesel/Master_Thesis_Simon_H/}\)
covering merely the extended winter seasons. Furthermore, the mean value of each extended winter season was calculated, resulting in 71 values. The five-year running mean was calculated by computing the mean of each data point and the two preceding and two following seasons, resulting in 67 timesteps.

Furthermore, a particular interest of this study lies on more extreme anomalous winter conditions. Hence, the informative values of different sub-regions have been compared and a more precise analysis of the Northern Europe (45-75°N/10°W-40°E) has been conducted. The domain features the characteristic weather of northern Europe and stands in a contradictory relationship to the climate of southern Europe. As the weather conditions of over land are of particular interest, all ocean regions have been masked out. More extreme years were defined as the 25th and 75th percentile (first and third quartile) of the respective temperature and precipitation field mean for the whole study period, resulting in 18 timesteps. The analysis defining the coldest, warmest, driest, and wettest years of the domain are presented in the appendix (figure A.2).

### 3.4 Empirical Orthogonal Function Analysis

The preprocessed data has been analyzed by applying an empirical orthogonal function analysis (EOF) analysis. This method is widely used in meteorology and climate science to study the large-scale temporal and spatial variability of extensive datasets. It decomposes a meteorological space-time field into a set of orthogonal spatial patterns along with a set of associated principal component time series (PCs). The EOFs (eigenvectors) and PCs of the dataset represent a set of fixed spatial patterns and the respective loading of the pattern for every timestep. Furthermore, the amount of the variance, explained by the respective EOFs can be calculated. However, the method is purely mathematical and, thus, the interpretation of the results has to be done with caution. A major constraint is represented by the fact that physical modes are not necessarily orthogonal. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the sign of the respective principal component (PC) at a certain grid cell is interchangeable and not transferable to an information about the state of, e.g., a pressure center. The EOF analysis of this study has been done by using the eofs python library provided by Dawson (2016), guaranteeing correctness and reproducibility of the results.

Prior to the analysis of spatial variability, the latitude-longitude grid has to be correctly weighted due to the convergence of the meridians. This has been done by calculating a weighting factor (wgts),
\[ wgts = \sqrt{\cos(latitude)}. \] (3)

Furthermore, the variation of the variables relative to the climatological normal (anomaly) has been computed by subtracting the mean field \( \mathbf{X} \) for every timestep \( t \) and grid point \( s \),

\[ A(t, s) = X(t, s) - \overline{X}(t, s). \] (4)

The EOFs where calculated following the equation of Lorenz (1956),

\[ A(t, s) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} P_k(t) \times E_k(s), \] (5)

where \( M \) represents the number of analyzed EOFs, \( E_k(s) \) documents the EOFs (eigenvector) in space \( s \), and \( P_k(t) \) the PCs \( t \), presenting the amplitude of the respective EOF.

In general EOF analyses, the covariance matrix is then calculated and, subsequently, the eigenvalue problem solved. However, a computationally more efficient approach is to apply single value decomposition (SVD) (Golub and van Loan, 2013), as no covariance matrix has to be calculated. In the SVD approach, only singular values that are non-zero values are calculated as zero-values represent the mean field. The equation:

\[ SVD(A) = U \Lambda V^T \] (6)

describes that the SVD of the anomaly matrix, \( A \), leads to the singular vectors in columns \( U \) and \( V \), with the singular values in the leading diagonal of \( \Lambda \). The singular vectors in column \( V \) are the EOFs and the singular values document a measure of the variance of the data, usually presented in percentage. The matrix is sorted in a decreasing order of the eigenvalues, hence, the eigenvector accounting for the highest share of the variance is the leading EOF. The respective PCs are computed by projecting the anomaly matrix, \( A \), onto the EOFs and, subsequently, are scaled to unit variance.

The uncertainties of the respective eigenvalues have been computed by North’s rule of thumb (North et al., 1982),
\[
\Delta \lambda_k^2 \sim \Delta \lambda_k^2 \sqrt{\frac{2}{n^*}} \\
\Delta u_k \sim \frac{\Delta \lambda_k^2}{\lambda_j^2 - \lambda_k^2} u_j,
\]

(7)

to determine the number of analyzed EOFs. The spectra of the covariance matrices of extended winter seasonal MSLP and GP500 (appendix figure A.1) demonstrate that the difference between the first EOFs and the subsequent ones is statistically independent, as the 95% confidence interval (CI) error bars are not overlapping (Payton et al., 2003). The second to fourth eigenvalues and their 95% CI error bars are relatively close and exhibit overlapping error bars, making demarcation difficult. However, the analysis covers the leading four EOFs as they explain over 80% of the variability and since the inclusion of further EOFs would not lead to a substantial increase.

3.5 Principle Component Regression Analysis

In order to assess the relationship between the four leading EOFs and temperature and precipitation anomalies in the North Atlantic domain, a PCR analysis has been conducted. The method returns a linear regression coefficient by computing the least-square fit for each grid point in time. The results indicate information about the strength and direction of the relationship between the respective normalized PC and the anomaly field. Furthermore, Pearson’s correlation coefficient \( r \) has been calculated,

\[
r = \frac{\text{cov}(A, PC)}{\sigma_A \sigma_{PC}},
\]

(8)

expressing the correlation between each PC and the anomaly of the input dataset, \( A \), at each grid point (see figures A.3, A.4, A.5, and A.6). The computed correlation coefficient is used to set a threshold of \( r=0.4 \) for the regression map to support the robustness of the archived results and its interpretability.
4 Results

4.1 EOF Analysis

4.1.1 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Geopotential Height at 500 hPa

Figure 4.1 shows the four leading EOFs of (a) MSLP and (b) GP500 for the extended winter season covering the period 1950-2021. The total explained variance of all four leading EOFs, in the case of MSLP, is ∼6% higher compared to GP500. Significantly, the first EOF (EOF1) of MSLP exceeds the explained variance of GP500’s (EOF1) by ∼8%.

![Figure 4.1: The four leading EOFs of the extended winter seasonal (NDJFM) (a) MSLP and (b) GP500 in the North Atlantic region calculated for the period 1950-2021. The explained variance of each individual EOF is displayed in the upper-right corner of every plot, and the total explained variance of the EOFs is shown on top of the four related maps.](image)

The spatial patterns resemble each other; however, discrepancies are noticeable. The negative center of EOF1 in the case of GP500 is situated over the southern tip of Greenland, whereas EOF1 of MSLP depicts a negative center that spans from southeast Greenland to north Fennoscandia. Furthermore, the positive center of EOF1 of GP500 is shifted slightly eastwards compared to the EOF1 of MSLP. However, both EOF1 resemble the spatial characteristics of the NAO mode, which is further on designated as the NAO pattern.

The second EOF (EOF2) patterns are remarkably alike, with a pronounced positive center over the North Atlantic Ridge. This pattern is henceforth called East Atlantic pattern. Yet, differences between the two divisions (a) MSLP and (b) GP500 are apparent, as the center of the MSLP EOF2 extends over parts of Greenland.

The third EOF (EOF3) features a quadruple pole situation in either case with a high magnitude...
in northern Europe. However, a slightly stronger southeastern pole is noticeable for the MSLP EOF3. The described pattern is subsequently referred to as the Northern European pattern. The fourth EOF (EOF4) illustrates a state with a positive center over western Europe and two negative centers, situated in northeastern Europe and, relatively centered, over the North Atlantic Ocean. Henceforward, similar patterns are referred to as Western European pattern. Comparing the EOF4 in figure 4.1 demonstrates that the positive center of MSLP extends slightly more towards Greenland.

Further sections of the analysis focus on MSLP as it is widely used in preexisting studies, e.g., Hurrell (1995). In this regard, analyzing MSLP solely is sufficient to answer the research question since the EOF patterns (figure 4.1) present substantial consistency. Additionally, the explained variance of the leading four EOFs of MSLP is substantially higher than GP500 and, hence, contains more information.

4.1.2 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Five-Year Running Mean

Figure 4.2 presents the results of the EOF analysis of (a) the extended winter seasonal mean and (b) its five-year running mean for the research period 1950-2021. The explained variance by the four leading EOFs is \(\sim 3\%\) higher for the five-year running mean. Notably, EOF1 accounts for \(\sim 12\%\) more of the variability, while the other three EOFs explain less variability in comparison to the extended winter seasonal mean. EOF1 and EOF2 illustrate relatively consistent spatial patterns, yet, the action centers of the five-year running mean analysis feature a southward shift.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: The four leading EOFs of MSLP calculated for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. The explained variance of each individual EOF is displayed in the upper-right corner of every plot, and the total explained variance of the EOFs is shown on top of the four related maps.

The five-year running mean analysis results present an exchange of the third and fourth EOF.
patterns, as the *Northern European* pattern accounts for merely $\sim 6\%$ of the explained variance. In contrast, the explained variance of the *Western European* pattern increases slightly by $\sim 1\%$. Comparing the *Northern European* patterns, the action centers of the extended winter seasonal mean present a southward shifted positioning. The *Western European* pattern’s main differences are the contrasting orders of magnitudes of the negative and positive centers.

Figure 4.3: The normalized *PCs* of the respective *EOF* for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the *five-year running mean* of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. The number on the x-axis presents the year of (a) the respective November and December of the seasonal mean and (b) the respective November and December of the third year of the *five-year running mean*. Note that the x-axis of (b) covers 1952-2018. The spatial pattern of *PC3* in (a) corresponds to *PC4* in (b) and vice versa.

The normalized *PCs* (figure 4.3) presents the loading of the corresponding *EOF* in the respective extended winter season. All four *PCs* demonstrate a non-periodic oscillation, with the *EOF1* generally showing the highest loading. A smoothed course is apparent for the *PCs* of the *five-year running mean* with steadier positive or negative phases. Thus, the year-to-year variability is damped, increasing the influence of the *NAO* and *Western European* pattern. Repressing the annual variability causes an underrepresentation of anonymously high single-year events, e.g., *PC2* in the winter season 2004/05.
4.2 Principal Component Regression

4.2.1 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Total Precipitation

Figure 4.4 presents the PCR results of MSLP and total precipitation anomalies for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. The regression of the NAO pattern and total precipitation anomalies features amplified positive coefficient values ranging from Greenland’s southeast coast to the Norwegian west coast. Negative coefficient fields are located at the Atlantic coast of the Iberian Peninsula, expanding to the Azores, in southeastern Europe, and at the Italian Peninsula. A weaker negative regression is also apparent in northwest Greenland and along the Baffin Bay, while this relationship is spatially vaster for the five-year running mean analysis.

(a)  
(b)  

Figure 4.4: PCR analysis of MSLP and total precipitation anomalies for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. Grid boxes with a correlation coefficient ($r$) of less than 0.4 are white. Grey contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines. Note the different color scales between the regression results of total precipitation and two-meter temperature (figure 4.5).

The East Atlantic pattern and precipitation anomalies present a pronounced positive regression spatially in accordance with the center of action over the North Atlantic Ocean and its adjacent coasts of the British Isles, France, and Spain. Furthermore, small-sized positive regression spots are located on the southeastern tip of Iceland and at a southeastern site in Greenland. Areas with negative regression coefficients are situated at the southwestern part of Greenland, presenting a divide with the positive regression field. Furthermore, a negative regression field is located in line with the action center at the southern part of the North Atlantic Ocean. An area with weak regression is in proximity to the northern Norwegian coast.

The regression between the Northern European pattern and total precipitation anomalies reveals an
enhanced positive relationship in northwestern Europe and at the southeastern coast of Greenland, South Iceland, Svalbard, and south of the Italian Peninsula. The five-year running mean results generally reveal weaker regression; however, the overall patterns are similar. The Western European pattern of the extended winter seasonal mean presents positive regressions coefficients for small spots at the central-eastern coast of Greenland, the southern part of the Adriatic Sea, and the northern coast of the Iberian Peninsula. Negative regression coefficients are apparent in accordance with the action center at the North Atlantic Ocean and with less magnitude scattered along the Norwegian coast. The regression results of the five-year running mean (figure 4.4, (b), PC3) present a higher number of positive and negative regression fields. The positive regression areas are situated over the British Isles, western Europe, the eastern coast of Iceland, and along the east coast of North America. One further negative regression area is located at the southern tip of Greenland.

4.2.2 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Two-Meter Temperature

The results presented in Figure 4.5 are the PCR of MSLP and two-meter temperature anomalies for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021.

The NAO pattern demonstrates positive regression fields in northern Europe and the southeast coast of North America. Negative regression coefficients are illustrated at northeastern America and large parts of Greenland, with the exception of the north and east Greenlandic coast. Further negative regression values are depicted at the southern and eastern parts of the Mediterranean. The five-year running mean results generally feature a weaker regression signal.

The East Atlantic pattern and the two-meter temperature present, in the case of the extended winter seasonal mean, positive regression hotspots at the southwestern part of the Mediterranean and the southwestern region of the North Atlantic. In contrast, the five-year running mean illustrates a positive regression field, particularly at central Greenland and its southeastern coast. Negative regression fields are situated in accord with the action center at the North Atlantic Ocean and extend towards its adjacent North American coast. In contrast, the five-year running mean results of the East Atlantic pattern do not present negative regression areas above the 0.4 correlation coefficient threshold (figure 4.5, (b), PC2).

Regression results for the Northern European pattern reveal fields with positive regression coefficients at southeastern Europe and Anatolia. Negative regression areas are situated along the east coast of Greenland and in Iceland. The five-year running mean regression features a locally positive coefficient field north of the Black Sea.

The Western European pattern presents a positive regression field close to the east coast of the
North American continent. In the case of the five-year running mean, another positive regression spot is located in southeastern Europe. Negative regression areas of the extended winter seasonal mean are solely small spots along the north-western African coast. In contrast, the five-year running mean regression presents negative regression fields only at the North Atlantic region south of Greenland and Iceland.

![Figure 4.5: PCR analysis of MSLP and two-meter temperature anomalies for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. Grid boxes with a correlation coefficient ($r$) of less than 0.4 are white. Grey contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines. Note the different color scales between the regression results of total precipitation (figure 4.4) and two-meter temperature.](image)

### 4.3 Precipitation and Temperature Quartiles of the Northern European Domain

#### 4.3.1 EOF Analysis

The four leading EOFs of the dry quartile present the relatively highest explained with $\sim 89\%$, whereas the EOF analysis of the warm quartile accounts for merely $\sim 82\%$ of the total variance (figure 4.6).

Comparing the spatial structure of the first EOF, the (a) cold, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles display similarities resembling the NAO pattern. Yet, the (a) cold and (c) dry quartiles present a pronounced center at the southern tip of Greenland, whereas the EOF1 of the (b) wet quartile depicts a center over the Norwegian Sea with a wider expansion. Moreover, the positive center of the (d) wet quartile is shifted northwards, presenting a centered pattern over the North Atlantic Ocean. The explained variance by EOF1 of the dry and wet quartile documents a difference of...
~3\%$, whereas the difference between the dry and cold quartile is ~13\%. Although the EOF analysis of the warm quartile does not represent a clear NAO pattern in one of the EOFs, the third EOF structure depicts structural similarities.

![EOFs](image)

**Figure 4.6:** The four leading EOFs of MSLP in the North Atlantic region calculated for the (a) cold, (b) warm, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles of the Northern European domain over the period 1950-2021. The explained variance of each individual EOF is displayed in the upper-right corner of every plot, and the total explained variance of the EOFs is shown on top of the four related maps.

The first EOF of the (b) warm quartile accounts for ~31\% of the variance and depicts a pronounced center over the North-Atlantic, resembling the East Atlantic pattern. The other quartiles present similar spatial structures in EOF3 of the (a) cold quartile, EOF2 of the (c) dry quartile, and EOF2 of the (d) wet quartile; however, the expansion patterns differ. The Northern European pattern is resembled by EOF2 of the (a) cold and (b) warm quartile, and by the EOF4 of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile. This pattern is characterized by a pronounced positive action centers over Fennoscandia and the southwestern part of the North Atlantic Ocean, and a negative area located at eastern North America and Greenland. Differences in this structure are apparent analyzing EOF2 of the (b) warm quartile, where a southward shift of the northern action centers is visible. The EOF4 of the (c) dry quartile presents a westward shifted positive cen-
ter located at Iceland and the British Isles. Furthermore, EOF4 of the (d) wet quartile documents spatial discrepancies, as the positive action center is shifted eastward and spatially expanded over large parts of the domain. The negative center instead is shifted westwards and pronounced. The explained variance by EOF2 of (a) the cold-quartile is $\sim 20\%$ and, thus, similar to EOF2 of the (b) warm-quartile. In contrast, the Northern European patterns of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile account for approximately 6% of the variance. The spatial structures presented by EOF4 of the (a) cold and (b) warm quartile, and by EOF3 of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile resemble the West Atlantic pattern. Calculations of the explained variance by this pattern range from 5 to 9%. The spatial distribution varies with the (a) cold quartile presenting a westward shift of the northern center, spatially expanding over Greenland, and with the (b) warm quartile, mapping a more pronounced positive northern center, located over Iceland. Both patterns illustrate a noticeable quadrupole state.

4.3.2 Principal Component Regression

4.3.2.1 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Total Precipitation

The NAO pattern is resembled by EOF1 of the (a) cold, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartile and EOF3 of the (b) warm quartile. Positive PCR results with total precipitation anomalies are particularly apparent between the Greenlandic east coast and the western coast of Norway. The (b) warm quartile, though, presents opposite singed regression coefficients for the east coast of Greenland and a less pronounced positive signal in the Norwegian area. In contrast, a positive regression field is located in the Baltic region, which is also apparent in the (a) cold quartile. Another deviating feature is represented by the PCR of the (d) wet quartile, where a positive regression spot is located at the southern tip of Greenland. Similar to the results of the whole study period, negative regression fields of the NAO pattern and total precipitation anomalies are located in Southern Europe and the North Atlantic Ocean, expanding from the European coast to the Azores. Irregularities occur again for EOF3 of the (b) warm quartile, where the negative regression field represents only a minor expansion in the central Mediterranean region.

The East Atlantic pattern is present in EOF3 of the (a) cold quartile, in EOF1 of the (b) warm quartile, and EOF2 of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile. Comparing the corresponding regression coefficient maps documents similarities between all quartiles, such as a dipole between a positive and negative regression field at southern Greenland. Furthermore, a positive regression area is situated in accordance with the EOF pattern at the North Atlantic ridge. Differences mainly concern the expansion of the aforementioned regression area and the occurrence of a positive regression field at the North American coast, apparent in the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile. The distribution of
the negative regression areas presents stronger deviations between the different quartiles. One field is situated at the Atlantic coast of Norway, though the (d) wet quartile does not present regression coefficients with a correlation above the 0.4 threshold for that area. Further negative regression values are apparent west of the African continent and at the central-eastern Mediterranean region.

![PCR analysis of MSLP and total precipitation anomalies in the North Atlantic region calculated for the (a) cold, (b) warm, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles of the Northern European domain over the period 1950-2021. Grid boxes with a correlation coefficient (r) of less than 0.4 are white. Grey contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines. Note the different color scales between the regression results of total precipitation and two-meter temperature (figure 4.8)](figure)

The Northern European pattern is present in EOF2 of the (a) cold and (b) warm quartile, and in EOF4 of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile. Comparing the four quartiles reveals many deviations, especially in the case of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile. However, positive regression areas can be found in central and northern Europe, particularly present in the (a) cold quartile. Notable, the Scandic Mountain range divides the positive from a negative regression field, apparent in the (c) dry quartile. The (b) warm and (d) wet quartile, furthermore, document a positive regression area along the North American Atlantic coast. Specific positive regression spots are located along the Greenlandic eastern coast in the case of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile. A negative regres-
sion area is located at the southern coast of Greenland, though different expansion patterns are apparent. Especially, the (c) dry quartile presents a vaster prolongation towards the Greenlandic West coast and the North American continent. Further negative regression spots are located at the Mediterranean (figure 4.7, (a) (c)) and at the northern Norwegian coast (figure 4.7, (b) (c)). The spatial structures presented by EOF4 of the (a) cold and (b) warm quartile, and by EOF3 of the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile resemble the West Atlantic pattern. The regression patterns of the quartiles deviate substantially. Positive regression fields are in proximity to the southeastern coast of the North American continent. The (a) cold and (c) dry quartiles present positive regression areas at the west European coast and southeastern Europe, where the (b) warm and (d) wet quartiles also localize respective fields. An inconsistent regression field is located at the Labrador Sea occurring on the PC4 plot of the (a) cold quartile. Additionally, the (c) dry and (d) wet quartiles present positive regression spots at the Greenlandic southeast coast. Negative regression areas are found in accordance with the action center at the North Atlantic Ocean. Locations on land deviate a lot. The Norwegian coast presents negative regression values in the case of the (a) cold and (c) dry quartile; however, the (b) warm quartile documents a positive field here. Another area with negative regression values is situated in the Baltic area (figure 4.7, (b), (c)).

4.3.2.2 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Two-Meter Temperature

The NAO pattern and two-meter temperature anomalies present positive regression areas in central to northern Europe and at the southeastern North American coast, although the European field is most pronounced in the (c) dry quartile. Profound deviations are apparent for the (a) cold quartile, where the European signal is damped and, instead, a positive regression area is represented along the eastern Greenlandic coast. Furthermore, the (b) warm quartile rather documents a positive regression field along the European and North African coast, while the North American spot is shifted northwards. Distinct negative regression areas are located at between Greenland and North America and at northern Africa and the eastern Mediterranean region. However, discrepancies are apparent for the (c) warm quartile, localizing negative regression spots solely in Greenland and northeastern Africa.

The PCR analysis of the East Atlantic pattern and the two-meter temperature reveal a common positive regression field at southwestern Europe apparent in the (a) cold, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartile, while the wet quartile reflects a spatial expansion to northern Europe. The (b) warm quartile also presents a European regression field, though its spatial distribution is localized in central to southern Europe and, further, North Africa. Another positive regression area is located at Greenland and northern America, especially noticeable at the (b) warm quartile. Negative coefficient values are less distributed, although a respective regression field is in proximity to the
eastern North American coast. Furthermore, the (a) cold and (b) warm quartile also feature a negative regression spot on the Scandinavian Peninsula.

![Figure 4.8: PCR analysis of MSLP and two-meter temperature anomalies in the North Atlantic region calculated for the (a) cold, (b) warm, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles of the Northern European domain over the period 1950-2021. Grid boxes with a correlation coefficient (r) of less than 0.4 are white. Grey contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines. Note the different color scales between the regression results of total precipitation (figure 4.7) and two-meter temperature](image)

The Northern European pattern maps positive regression areas with the two-meter temperature at the East coast of North America, particularly Newfoundland, with strong signals for the (a) cold and (b) warm-quartile. Moreover, a positive regression field is located at eastern Europa and Anatolia, represented in the (a) cold, (b) warm, and (d) wet quartile. Notably, the (c) dry and (d) wet quartile represents only minor regression areas for the Northern European pattern. However, common negative regression fields are situated on Greenland, with the (d) wet quartile also covering the Baffin Bay. The (b) warm quartile does not present negative regression spots on Greenland and, instead, illustrates a field around Iceland and the Baltic area.

Positive regression areas of the regression with the West Atlantic pattern and the two-meter temperature are located at the eastern Mediterranean and at the northwestern Greenlandic coast.
(figure 4.8, (a), $PC_4$). The other quartiles merely present scattered positive regression spots. On the other hand, a pronounced negative regression field is apparent in the (b) warm, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles located at the northwestern coast of North America. The (a) cold and (b) warm quartiles, furthermore, feature a negative regression area at northwestern Europe.
5 Discussion

5.1 EOF Analysis

The results of the EOF analysis demonstrate substantial deviations between the respective total explained variance. Smoothening the MSLP extended winter seasonal mean dataset by calculating the five-year running mean increases the significance of the first mode of variability. Hence, the NAO pattern seems to be the governing mode of decadal variability.

In contrast, the East Atlantic pattern and, particularly, the Northern European pattern significantly lose influence on longer timescales. This loss of influence impedes the feasibility of reconstructing the variability modes as far-reaching proxy records usually present a coarser temporal resolution.

The high total explained variance values of the dry and wet quartile demonstrate the strong relationship between the atmospheric modes of variability and precipitation anomalies in the Northern European domain. Again, the NAO pattern reveals to be the dictating mode of variability, constituting an exceptionally high share of the explained variance. Contradicting results are apparent for the temperature quartiles, indicating a weaker importance of the NAO on the Northern European temperature anomalies. In contrast, the Northern European and East Atlantic patterns seem to play a more significant role. The warm quartile represents a comparably low explained variance by the four leading EOFs, concluding a decreased significance of the defined modes of variability.

This finding resembles previous analyses of the Northern Atlantic atmospheric variability of the summer month, where the mean sea level pressure presents a much more uniform equator-to-pole distribution (Hurrell et al., 2003).

The diverging spatial distribution of the defined EOF patterns results from the discrepancies between the MSLP fields of the analyzed years. A substantial deviation of the characteristic NAO pattern is apparent in the warm quartile, concluding that years with positive temperature anomalies in Northern Europe are not accompanied by the typical NAO pattern. This asymmetry is an important finding, questioning the relevance of the NAO pattern in a world with more warmer winters.

The eastward shifted NAO pattern, apparent in the wet and warm quartile, corresponds to a positive NAO state. Similarly, a negative NAO state, represented in the dry and cold quartile, is characterized by a pronounced center of action at the southern tip of Greenland. Both findings are supported by Hurrell et al. (2003) and align with the characteristic weather states in the Northern European domain defined by the respective NAO state. Expected wetting and warming of the Northern European winter climate contribute to the assumption that future climate might be accompanied by a higher amplitude of positive NAO states. For that matter, these results align...
with the findings of Lu and Greatbatch (2002), documenting an eastward shift of the predominant NAO pattern in the last 40 years of the 20th century, where a significant climate warming was apparent.

The temperature and precipitation quartile EOFs, resembling the Northern European pattern, present substantial deviations of the explained variance. Hence, it can be assumed that similar MSLP patterns of the precipitation quartiles are underrepresented compared to the temperature quartiles. Nevertheless, the results do not elucidate the general occurrence of this pattern and its impact on the climate system, as it solely informs about its frequency.

The fact that the Western European pattern generally accounts for less than 10% of the variance limits the importance and robustness of the respective EOFs as discussed by Dommengen and Latif (2002).

5.2 Teleconnection Patterns

The PCR results are discussed regarding reconstruction approaches, especially as a contribution to the GreenPlanning project.

Unique characterization of the NAO pattern is possible by analyzing precipitation anomalies at the southwestern coast of the Norwegian Peninsula and the central Mediterranean region. A positive (negative) precipitation anomaly at the northern (southern) area indicates an enhanced NAO state. In contrast, a negative NAO phase would cause a contradictory weather state. To produce a robust reconstruction of the NAO pattern, temperature anomalies could be analyzed for Denmark and north of the Red Sea, as these locations are consistently represented in all analyzed datasets. The findings align with the literature, supporting a strong relationship between the NAO and respective weather anomalies in the aforementioned fields (Hurrell and Van Loon, 1997). However, an even vaster relationship is pointed out in this analysis, which is mainly limited by the deviating NAO pattern of the warm quartile. Nonetheless, the fact that the here suggested regions represent a more robust relationship indicates a higher certainty of reconstruction approaches and further increases the understanding of the analyzed relationship, especially regarding temperature anomalous winter years of the Northern European domain. The quadrupole teleconnection pattern pointed out by Smith et al. (2020), with a positive correlation in northern Europe and southeast North America and a negative correlation in southern Europe and northeast North America, is represented in the results of all quartiles analyses. However, the warm quartile presents a northward shift in the western part and a southward shift in the eastern part of the domain. Hence, solely considering a quadrupole pattern does not sufficiently reflect the teleconnections as the exact locations of the relationship are crucial for robust reconstructions.

The East Atlantic pattern presents characteristic precipitation and temperature relationships. Sig-
nificantly, the precipitation seesaw in southern Greenland depicts a unique pattern that poses a useful coherency for reconstruction approaches. The interrelation can be explained as a pronounced high-pressure system at the East Atlantic location would increase the transport of wet air masses towards the Greenlandic southeast coast. Besides, a significant correlation between the East Atlantic pattern and temperature anomalies is located in the eastern part of the Iberian Peninsula and Newfoundland. However, the latter teleconnection is not apparent for the dry quartile. Still, the unique combination of the different interdependencies supports reconstruction approaches of the East Atlantic pattern. In conclusion, a positive (negative) East Atlantic state is related to higher (lower) than average temperatures in the Iberian Peninsula and precipitation in southeastern Greenland. Additionally, lower (higher) than average temperatures in Newfoundland and precipitation in southwestern Greenland would appear.

The Northern European pattern presents a unique precipitation teleconnection at the North Sea and eastern Greenlandic coast, though the latter relationship is not apparent in the dry quartile. A positive (negative) Northern European pattern corresponds to higher (lower) than normal precipitation values at the North Sea and a lower (higher) than normal values in east Greenland. Supported by the temperature relationship, mainly located north of the Black Sea and at the east Greenlandic coast, a unique Northern European teleconnection pattern has been identified. However, the precipitation quartiles of the Northern European domain do not show consistent relationships. This discrepancy can be explained by the spatial deviation from the defined Northern European pattern and the low explained variance. Taking this conclusion into account for reconstruction approaches poses a way to increase their accuracy.

Lastly, the Western European pattern can be identified by characteristic teleconnections at the Adriatic Sea and the Azores. A positive (negative) Western European state is associated with higher (lower) than normal winter precipitation values in the Adriatic sea region and lower (higher) than usual precipitation on the Azores. Temperature teleconnections are less uniform and, hence, present a vague indicator for the Western European pattern. The results enhance knowledge on the consistency of the atmospheric variability of the North Atlantic region and, subsequently, support reconstruction approaches, for instance, concerning the GreenPlanning project. Consequently, this study supports the overall understanding of the climate system of the Northern Atlantic region. Subsequently, it contributes to an increased climate predictability in this region, which is especially crucial regarding the experienced warming climate.

5.3 Limitations and Future Research

The conducted analysis depends on the chosen methods, hence, poses some limitations. Referring to this, EOF analysis struggles to provide a complete picture of the atmospheric features.
Especially, the EOFs with a lower explained variance seem to be degenerated and, thus, yield difficulties in interpretation. Future research could include comparing different statistical tools, such as regressions, VARIMAX, or rotated, extended, and complex EOF analysis (Hannachi et al., 2007). Consistency between all data representations allows more robust transfer to potential physical modes.

Furthermore, the defined correlation coefficient threshold of 0.4 might filter out locations that present a sufficient relationship in terms of reconstructing the atmospheric variability. Although the selection is arbitrary, it guarantees the robustness of the found regression results. However, this constraint could be overcome by applying other significant tests or comparing maps with other correlation coefficient thresholds.

The more extreme anomalous winter conditions of the defined Northern European domain provide insightful results. Certainly, a strong dependency on the prevailing climate conditions leads to a high uncertainty when transferring the findings to other regions. Future research could analyze different domains and compare the consistency of the results.

Although ERA5 presents a modern and sophisticated reanalysis dataset, deviations from the ‘real world’ are unavoidable (Hersbach et al., 2020). Further studies could compare the results with other observational data to verify the results. Moreover, a comparison with climate simulations would contribute to a better understanding and further increase the preciseness and validity of the reconstruction approaches, as mentioned in chapter 2.2.

A more sophisticated understanding of the observation relationships calls for the analysis of other climatic variables, e.g., surface pressure, ocean properties or storminess, as these parameters heavily influence the North Atlantic climate system and its influence on the weather in the region.

In terms of reconstruction of the atmospheric variability, the applicability of the findings is limited due to the temporal approach of this study. Proxy data containing information about the extended winter period is limited as it does not cover the growing season. Moreover, the study found a signal weakening when coarsening the temporal resolution. This process might imply significant constraints for reconstruction approaches.
6 Conclusion

In this study, I conducted an empirical orthogonal function analysis of mean sea level pressure in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. In doing so, I used the ERA5 reanalysis dataset to analyze atmospheric modes of variability during the extended winter season (NDJFM). Additionally, I performed a principal component regression analysis to examine the importance of the different climatic modes on weather conditions, with a particular focus on more extreme anomalous winter conditions.

The present findings confirm a strong influence of the climatic modes on the weather conditions in the North Atlantic domain. Particularly, the NAO demonstrates a governing role in the Northern Atlantic climate system. However, the study documents an unexpected asymmetry of the NAO pattern with respect to the temperature segregated analyses. This provides some crucial knowledge improvement in terms of reconstruction approaches and the general understanding of the atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic region.

Besides, this study demonstrates characteristic teleconnection patterns of the four leading variability modes. This may be considered a promising aspect of reconstruction approaches, particularly in the scope of the GreenPlanning project. Furthermore, the analysis contributes to a better understanding of the North Atlantic climate system and, hence, might help to increase the predictability of future climate. However, future investigations are necessary to validate the conclusions that can be drawn from this study. Corresponding recommendations include analyzing additional observational and climate model data, comparing with different methodological approaches, and examining other temporal resolutions and periods.
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Appendix

Figure A.1: Eigenvalue spectrum, in percentage, of the covariance matrix of the extended winter season of (a) MSLP and (b) GP500 for the North Atlantic region. Vertical bars show approximate 95% confidence limits given by the rule of thumb (equation 7). The leading 40 eigenvalues are shown.

Figure A.2: (a), (c) precipitation and (b), (d) temperature quartiles of the Northern European domain (45-75°N/10°W-40°E).
Table A.1: Explained variance of the different analyzed timeseries for all four leading EOFs and per defined mode of variability. Following abbreviations are not yet defined: five-year running mean period = 5YRM, Eastern Atlantic pattern = EA, Northern European pattern = WA, Western European pattern = WA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>NAO</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>WE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP500</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>41.1%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSLP</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>49.4%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5YRM</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>85.7 %</td>
<td>46.2 %</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>(EOF3)</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>(EOF3)</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
<td>(EOF1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.3: Correlation maps of MSLP and total precipitation anomalies for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. White contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines.

Figure A.4: Correlation maps of MSLP and two-meter temperature anomalies for the (a) extended winter seasonal mean and (b) the five-year running mean of the extended winter season in the North Atlantic region for the period 1950-2021. White contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines.
Figure A.5: Correlation maps of MSLP and total precipitation anomalies in the North Atlantic region calculated for the (a) cold, (b) warm, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles of the Northern European domain over the period 1950-2021. White contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines.
Figure A.6: Correlation maps of MSLP and two-meter temperature anomalies in the North Atlantic region calculated for the (a) cold, (b) warm, (c) dry, and (d) wet quartiles of the Northern European domain over the period 1950-2021. White contour lines indicate the respective EOF pattern with negative values in dashed and positive in solid lines.